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Dear Parents, Caregivers, Grandparents and Friends,
Welcome to Bundaberg Central State School.
This handbook has been written to provide you with the every-day information you will need
while your children attend this school. This handbook has been updated at the beginning of each
year, please be aware that at times policies and or practices may change. You would always be
informed of any change.
I hope that your family enjoys the learning opportunities provided within the Bundaberg Central
State School community.
At our school there are many opportunities for you to become involved in the learning
partnership.

I encourage and welcome your participation. The support and encouragement you

can offer to your child and the school can greatly contribute to learning outcomes.
Should there be any questions that are not answered by this booklet, be assured that the staff
and I will be only too happy to make ourselves available to you personally or by telephone.
Yours sincerely
Marie Hillyard
Principal
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Bundaberg Central State School
Resource Scheme
(Booklist)
Bundaberg Central School and P&C supply all students’
requirements for class including textbooks. The benefit to families is
that it will be cheaper (the school can bulk buy), good quality and
students will all have the same equipment.
Students have the opportunity to take their books home and cover
them etc. once school has started.
Students are asked to bring a medium size pencil case.
No felt pens allowed at Bundaberg Central.
Families are able to pay the amount in full at the end of the school
year (for the following year) or in Semester 1 of the following year.
We are also very pleased to offer for families to pay it off weekly or
fortnightly over the first semester.
This service that the school is providing cannot be compulsory, if you
still want to purchase all items for your child, a booklist will be
provided.
If you do not wish to participate in the Resource Scheme a booklist is
available from the office. Please note that the brands and quantities
are specific so that students have equipment that will last.
Thanks to the P&C for supporting this Scheme.
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Admission Age
Children must have turned 5 years old by 30 June in the year they enroll in prep.
Children born 1 July 2011 – 30 June 2012 are eligible for Prep in 2017.
When enrolling your child in Year One, a birth certificate (or copy) must be sighted by the school.

Assembly/Parade
A full assembly is held every Friday at 2.30pm in the School Hall. This is a time when children receive
information regarding upcoming events, general school expectations, receive awards and listen to
guest speakers. Parents are most welcome and are encouraged to attend.

Attendance
All students are required to attend school every day. Regular attendance at school maximizes your
child’s learning outcomes.
If your child is away sick or for some other genuine reason (not sleeping in or going shopping), please
notify the school in advance or by 8:50 am of the day your child is absent from school.
There are several ways that this will assist us at the school.
1. Student absences can greatly affect planning for the day as groups may have to be rearranged,
particularly in specialist programs involving learning support teachers are working with students or
when students have been specifically assigned to work with teacher aides on a regular basis.
Classroom teachers have also made planning arrangements allowing for all students to be in
attendance every day.
2. The earlier teachers know that your child is going to be away, the more likely those teachers may
be able to prepare work for them to prevent them from falling behind or even give them an
opportunity to catch up in advance.

Booklists – Resource Scheme
Bundaberg Central School and P&C supply all students’ requirements for class including textbooks.
The benefit to families is that it will be cheaper (the school can bulk buy), good quality and students
will all have the same equipment.
Students have the opportunity to take their books home and cover them etc. once school has started.
Students are asked to bring a medium size pencil case.
No felt pens allowed at Bundaberg Central.
Families are able to pay the amount in full at the end of the school year (for the following year) or in
Semester 1 of the following year. We are also very pleased to offer for families to pay it off weekly or
fortnightly over the first semester.
This service that the school is providing cannot be compulsory, if you still want to purchase all items
for your child, a booklist will be provided.
If you do not wish to participate in the Resource Scheme a booklist is available from the office. Please
note that the brands and quantities are specific so that students have equipment that will last.
Thanks to the P&C for supporting and helping with this scheme.

Camps and Excursions
Each year camp programs are organized for students in the upper year levels (Years 5-6). In 2016 the
children had the opportunity to attend a 4 night camp at Tallebudgera Beach School at the Gold
Coast. It is undecided as to what the camp will be in 2017.
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Chaplain
Bundaberg Central has a Chaplain 5 days a fortnight- Monday, Tuesday one week and Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday the other.
On the day the chaplain is here, he operates Breakfast Club. A small menu is available for your child to
enjoy. Breakfast is the most important meal of the day and is essential for learning.

Classroom Volunteers
Regularly, parents are invited to be involved in learning programs at school. Such interaction helps to
increase student motivation and success in learning. Activities are varied and may include: listening to
reading, demonstrating skills or hobbies, assisting in the library, attending excursions etc. Please
contact your teacher if you are interested in assisting in any of these roles.

Custody and Access
Education Queensland considers both parents to have equal custody rights unless a custody order has
been given to the school. It is important that the school has the relevant court orders in regards
custody rights. It is recommended at the beginning of each year that parents bring to the attention of
their child’s new teacher any custody orders.

Dental Clinic
The State Government provides free oral health care to school children from prep up to and including
students in Year 10. The oral health team includes: a dentist, a dental therapist and dental assistants.
Treatment is provided at a mobile dental clinic, which comes to our school. Some children requiring
follow-up services may be asked to visit the clinic when it moves on to a near-by school. Emergency
treatment is available to all eligible children by phoning the Bundaberg Base Hospital School Dental
Clinic on 4150 2243.

Emergency Contact
In the case of an accident or sudden severe illness, every effort will be made to contact parents/
guardians. In the event of injuries which are serious or of an uncertain nature, the ambulance will be
called and where necessary the student may be transported to the hospital. Please supply the school
with an alternative contact name and telephone number. If we need to contact you and you are
unavailable, this will be the next point of call. Please ensure that this contact has a different
telephone number than your own. Also, please advise the Admin Officer immediately should your
address, telephone number, alternative contacts, any relevant family matter, medical or physical
condition of your child changes. It is very important for these details to be kept current.

First Aid
Immediate and temporary treatment to students who experience injury will be provided by a staff
member who has First Aid qualifications. After initial first aid at school the responsibilities will rest
with the parent/guardian (or ambulance bearer or doctor if contacted).

Grounds Use
Please note that there is no unauthorized use of the grounds after school hours. Please contact the
principal for authorization to use the grounds out of school hours. No-one has permission to be in the
school areas, under buildings or in the under-covered area at any time.
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Hats
Our school values skin protection and is recognised as a Sun Smart School.
Therefore the rule of “No Broad-Brimmed Hat, No Play” is enforced at this school. Students will be
asked to sit in the under covered area.
As part of the school dress code the school hat, which is maroon on one side and the students house
colour on the other, must be used at all times. The school hat is available for purchase at school.
If a student does not have their school hat to wear they will sit out at play time. This is the safety
responsibility of the school.
Caps and beanies are not allowed to be brought to school. They are to be left at home.

Head Lice
Head lice appear occasionally in all schools. Parents are requested to check their child’s hair regularly
and if infected to treat either by using a medicated shampoo or by physical removal with conditioner
and a head lice comb. If head lice are visible, you will be contacted to make you aware so treatment
can be commenced.

Homework
Statement of Intent
Homework provides students with opportunities to; consolidate their classroom learning, pattern
behaviours for lifelong learning beyond the classroom and involve family members in their learning.
The setting of homework takes into account the need for students to have a balanced lifestyle. This
includes sufficient time for family, recreation, cultural and employment where appropriate.
Homework enhances student learning when it:
• is purposeful and relevant to students’ needs and capabilities
• is appropriate to the phase of learning (early, middle and senior) (See below)
• develops the student's independence as a learner
• is varied, challenging and clearly related to class work
• allows for student commitment to recreational, employment, family and cultural activities
Homework can engage students in independent learning to complement work undertaken in class
through:
• revision and critical reflection to consolidate learning (practising for mastery)
• applying knowledge and skills in new contexts (a topic of interest, an authentic local issue)
• pursuing knowledge individually and imaginatively (investigating, researching, writing, designing,
making)
• preparing for forthcoming classroom learning (collecting relevant materials, items, information).
Teachers can help students establish a routine of regular, independent study by:
• ensuring this homework policy is implemented and setting homework on a regular basis
• clearly communicating the purpose, benefits and expectations of all homework
• checking homework regularly and providing timely and useful feedback
• using homework that is varied, challenging and directly related to class work and appropriate to
students' learning needs
• explicitly teaching strategies to develop organisational and time-management skills and providing
opportunities to practise these strategies through homework
• giving consideration to other academic and personal development activities (school based or
other) that students could be engaged in when setting homework
• discussing with parents and caregivers any developing problems concerning their child's
homework and suggesting strategies to assist with their homework
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Students can take responsibility for their own learning by:
• being aware of the homework policy and discussing homework expectations with their parents or
caregivers
• accepting responsibility for the completion of homework tasks within set time frames
• following up on comments made by teachers
• seeking assistance when difficulties arise
• organising their time to manage home obligations, participation in physical activity and sports,
recreational and cultural activities and part-time employment
Parents and caregivers can help their children by:
• reading to them, talking with them and involving them in tasks at home including shopping,
playing games and physical activity
• helping them to complete tasks by discussing key questions or directing them to resources
• encouraging them to organise their time and take responsibility for their learning
• encouraging them to read and to take an interest in and discuss current local, national and
international events
• helping them to balance the amount of time spent completing homework, watching television,
playing computer games, playing sport and engaging in other recreational activities
• contacting the relevant teacher to discuss any concerns about the nature of homework and their
children's approach to homework
Homework appropriate to particular phases of learning
In the Early Phase of Learning (Prep to Year 3) many activities at home or in play can assist children to
develop literacy, numeracy and problem-solving skills. Homework tasks may include:
• daily reading to, with, and by parents/caregivers or other family members
• linking concepts with familiar activities such as shopping, preparation of food, local environment
and family outings
• conversations about what is happening at school
• preparation for oral presentations or writing for meaningful purposes
In the Middle Phase (Year 4 to Year 6) homework can be completed daily or over a weekly or
fortnightly period and may:
• include daily independent reading
• be coordinated across different subject areas
• include extension of class work, projects and research
Prep Year:
Generally students will not be set homework.
Years 1, 2 and 3: Homework can be up to but generally not more than 1 hour per week.
Year 4 and 5: Homework can be up to but generally not more than 2-3 hours per week.
Year 6: Homework can be up to but generally not more than 3-4 hours per week.

Jewellery and Accessories
No jewellery or personal accessories are allowed to be worn to school. Sleeper
earrings and a working watch are acceptable. All other accessories will be taken from
the students and stored in the office until the child goes home.
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Library Borrowing
Monday is the official Library Borrowing Day. Class will be taken to the library to borrow and or
exchange books.
Student are able to borrow books and use the library before school and on Tuesdays at lunchtime.
Borrowing procedures:
Loan Limit: All students are allowed to borrow items from the School Library Resource Centre. Prep
to Year 3 - limit of 1 item at a time. Year 4 - 6 students - limit of 2 items at a time.
Overdue and lost items: A list of student overdue items is given to the class teacher to remind the
students to locate and return forgotten books. Any lost books must be paid for.

Lost Property
It is essential that all student clothing and possessions are named in permanent ink. Many students
regardless of age do not recognise their own property. A lost property bin is located near the main
office. Students and parents are encouraged to check it frequently for misplaced items. Naming of all
student property and clothing will enable its return.
Lost property will be shown to children at the end of each week on Parade. At the end of the
following week it will be displayed again and if it is not collected will be donated to charity.

Languages Other Than English (LOTE)
Bundaberg Central State School is offering Japanese in 2017 as the language covered for LOTE.

Mobile Phones and Electronic Access Devices
We understand that there are occasions when a child may require a mobile phone after school hours
for safety reasons. Therefore, they may need to bring it to school so they have the phone when
required. However, some children bring phones to school unnecessarily and leave them turned on
which is disruptive in the school environment.
Children must hand their phones into the office or to their class teacher.
** Please note for security reasons for the following Electronic Access Devices are not permitted at
school – Laptops, mp3 players, USB Drives (unless with teacher permission for submission of work),
iPods, Portable Hard Drives etc. If children need to bring electronic work to school it needs to be
emailed to their EQ email address (ends in @eq.edu.au) so it passes through government filtering
software for appropriateness and virus checking.
No computer games or CD’s to be brought to school.

Office Times
Our school Admin Officer works every day during the following hours. It would be appreciated if you
could use the office during these hours.
Monday – Thursday 8.00am – 2.00pm
Friday – 8.00 – 12.00pm

Parents’ and Citizens’ Association
The P&C is an extremely important part of the school. It provides services such as tuckshop, catering
for functions at school, at the PLC and in the hall.
The executive of the P&C and the workers are not paid for the job they do. It is our goal to have as
many families involved in the P&C, discussing the school and contributing to providing extra resources
for student learning.
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The P&C meets monthly and times and dates are available in the newsletter. The P&C endeavours to
bring about closer co-operation between parents of students attending the school, other members of
the community and the staff and students of the school. All parents are encouraged to attend and
participate in the meetings.

Picking Up of Children
For safety reasons please note the following rules:
• ALL families are required to inform the school how their children get home. This is for their
safety and our peace of mind when they are leaving the school. If these arrangements are to
change on any day, the family is required to notify the school. I emphasize here – THIS IS FOR
THE SAFETY OF THE CHILDREN.
• If it is necessary to pick up your child during the day you will need to go to the office and the
administration officer will contact your child’s classroom teacher. You will then be required to
sign them out.
• We will not be permitting children to walk home during school hours without parent
supervision.
• Children can as usual wait inside the school fence if they are waiting to be collected by parents
in the afternoon. If students can see the vehicle they are travelling home in they can walk (not
run) out to the car.
• Children who are walking home without adult supervision should commence walking home
immediately and not congregate outside the front of the school fence.
• Children should be picked up no later than 3:15pm.

Prep Year
International research has shown the benefits of children partaking in full-time, quality programs
before they start year 1 and the advantages of children starting formal schooling when they are a little
older. Children born between 1 July 2011 – 30 June 2012 are eligible for Prep in 2017. The Early
Years Curriculum Guidelines have been developed specifically for children in Prep to continue their
learning through to Year 3. Prep children will learn to take on responsibilities, became more
independent, respect and co-operate with others, make healthy and safe choices, develop their
physical skills, develop their oral language and understanding of literacy and numeracy, learn how to
be thinkers and problem solvers, use their imagination, care for the environment and develop a
positive attitude to school and learning. Children at Prep will investigate, talk, plan design and make
things, sing, dance, paint, listen to stories, play games inside and outside, climb, jump, balance, plan
and share make believe play, use computers, take part in everyday experiences like cooking and
gardening, write and copy, attend swimming lessons, construct things and reflect upon what they do.
Prep children attend school every day from 8:50am – 3:00 pm in full school uniform. Prep offers a
whole new world of exciting things for children to see and do in a happy and caring environment
where children develop at their own rate to meet their potential.

Medication
Medication cannot be administered unless a Medication Request Form is completed and provided to
the Administration Office. At no time will a teacher accept responsibility for administering medication
to a student. Only medication prescribed by a doctor will be administered at the school. No
analgesics – e.g. aspirin or panadol can be administered. Instructions must be written on the
medication by the pharmacist at the medical practitioner’s direction. The medication container needs
to indicate specific times at which to be administered and the specific quantity of medication. All
medication is kept in a secure place at the Office and will be administered from and recorded as being
administered there.
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One exception in selected cases is that of inhaler therapy for asthma. On receipt of a written
permission form from a parent/guardian and with the approval of the Principal, the student may be
responsible for the inhaler and the administering of their own medication as deemed necessary by
the student. Written requests must be made at the beginning of each school year.

Newsletters
A newsletter is printed and sent home every second Friday. The newsletter is also uploaded to the
school website each week. The links between home and school are vital for the learning partnership
to be effective for your child. If you wish to include news in the community section (e.g. wanted, for
sale, community events, meetings, Annual General Meeting etc.) this must be submitted to
admin@bundcentss.eq.edu.au . From time to time the newsletter (or attachments) may request
your input and we encourage you to respond to these requests.

Religious Instruction
Thirty minute Religious Instruction lessons are provided weekly by the Religious Cooperative which is
administered by authorized lay people. Separate educational activities are provided for those
children who do not participate in religion lessons.

Reports
Reports are issued at the end of Semester 1 and Semester 2. Parents are welcome to arrange
interviews throughout the year, at times negotiated with teachers to discuss their child’s progress.
Interviews are conducted twice per year.

Responsible Behaviour Plan
The school has a Responsible Behaviour Plan that is handed out to parents at the beginning of each
year. Parents are not to approach a child other than their own regarding behaviour concerns. Please
discuss concerns with your child’s teacher in the first instance and if necessary, the matter can be
brought to the attention of the Principal.

Shoes
Students must wear school shoes and socks at school at ALL times. When purchasing new shoes for
your child, school preference is that they are mostly black or white. This is part of the school dress
code and for safety reasons. This is a Work Place Health and Safety requirement. If a student is not
wearing school shoes the family will be contacted and asked to bring them in. If no contact is made
the student will not be allowed to play in the playground but must sit in the library or office area for
their own safety. It is very important that children have well fitting shoes that are not too big or small
for them and are suitable for running in. Shoes must also be worn for all running events on sports
days.

School Opening Time
School hours are 9.00am to 3.00pm. Students are not to arrive at school any earlier than 8.30am. If
they do they will be required to sit quietly on the verandah outside the library.
Families who, for working reasons or similar, and after informing the school in writing, their children
may go into the library from 8.00am.
At 8.30am students are to go to their classrooms to prepare for the day, sit and read, draw or play a
board game or puzzle. This is a good time for students to complete some of their homework if they
have busy home times.
Breakfast is offered in the mornings from 8:30-8:45am.
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School Photos
Photos are taken of all class groups and others as arranged. Please assist by returning order forms and
payments by the due date and ensuring students wear their school uniform on the day.

Guidance Services
The school Guidance Officer visits the school on a regular basis (about half a day per week). The role
of the Guidance Officer is to assist the teachers, in consultation with parents, and to address the
learning, behavioural or adjustment difficulties that children may have. Guidance officers also assist
with the identification and planning of programs for students requiring extension. This may involve
the Guidance Officer working directly with students or consulting with teachers and parents. On some
occasions the Guidance Officer may liaise with other professionals to support a child in the school.
The normal sequence of events would involve the parents and teacher (and at times, the Principal)
discussing the concern between themselves and considering a course of action. This action may
involve referring the child to the guidance officer.

Speech Language Pathologist
Education Queensland employs speech-language pathologists to allow for the integration of speechlanguage therapy within student's educational programs. Children referred may have problems in any
of the following areas: language meaning, grammar use, metalinguistics, social skills, speech sounds,
fluency and/or voice. Support provided is based on individual students' needs. The range of services
provided includes: assessment, program development, group programs, teacher consultation,
individual or group programs and parent consultations.

Learning Support Teacher
The Learning Support Teacher visits the school regularly to identify students who may need support
within the classroom, either in small groups or one-to-one.

Sporting Houses
A ‘House’ system is in operation to provide a basis for competition in school events. Students are
assigned to one of two houses: Burnett (shirt colour – green) or Flinders (shirt colour – royal blue).
Students of the same family are placed in the same house. Students cannot change houses of their
own accord.

Student Leadership
School Captains and Vice Captains:
In Term 4, 2016 prospective school captains for 2017 will be nominated. Only Year 6 students will be
eligible for School Captains. There will be 2 captains and 2 vice captains. Nominees are required to
complete an application form and to submit the plans for their project in 2017. These projects could
be: recycling, focused sport at lunch, vegetable gardens or anything the students suggest. The
captains will work in with the sport captains and the Student Council in the running of the school.
School Captains will be announced on Graduation Night 2016.
Sport Captains
In Term 4, 2016 prospective sport captains for 2017 will be nominated. Students from Year 5 and year
6 may nominate and be elected. Each house will have a male and a female captain.
Nominees are required to complete an application form and indicate how they will promote sport and
encourage students to be active and fit. The Sport Captains will work in with the School Captains and
the Student Council in the running of the school.
Sport Captains will be announced on Graduation Night 2016.
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Student Council
The school has a Student Council whose role is to:
• to make recommendations and take action on concerns and issues of students;
• raise funds for gifts to benefit the students of the school;
• help chosen charities;
• perform other duties to benefit students (for example: issue sports equipment, contribute to
environmental care and arrange social activities).
President, Treasurer and Secretary are selected from the Year 5/6 class. Each class then has selected
members of the Student Council.
This process will happen in Term 1, 2017.

Student Teachers
Bundaberg Central State School is pleased to work in partnership with the University of Central
Queensland in providing practical supervision to students studying Education to become qualified
teachers. Teaching staff members are encouraged to accept student teachers and to oversee their
planning and teaching while on practicum. Visiting teachers, while following the Class Teachers'
program, add variety to student learning experiences, enhancing their social and academic growth.

Swimming Instruction
Swimming is a compulsory part of our physical education curriculum. A sunshirt for sun protection is
a compulsory part of the swimming uniform to be allowed to participate in swimming lessons.
Swimming will be at Quay Street Pool on PE days.

Times
For the children’s own safety no child should be at school before 8:30am. Children who arrive prior to
8:30 are required to sit along the front verandah until the bell rings at 8:30 am.
8:30
8:50
9:00-11:00
11:00-11:40
11:40-1:00
1:00-1:30
1:30-3:00

Student are able to enter classrooms to prepare for the day
Drink, toilet, wash hands
Morning Session (Fruit break approx. 10am school wide)
First Break
Middle Session
Second Break
Afternoon Session

Transfers
Between Queensland State Schools - If your child is transferring from one state school to another the
parent needs to inform the current school regarding the destination school so a Certificate of Transfer
can be arranged and information regarding the child’s school work can be forwarded to assist with the
transfer. A Birth Certificate or Passport is required for enrolment.
Between States - If your child has moved from a school in another state we need to be informed of
their previous school so we can request work and information concerning your child. We are required
to sight your child’s birth certificate if your child is transferring from another state to our school.
Please remember to return library books and other school belongings before leaving.
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Uniforms and Personal Presentation
Our school has an affordable, durable and good-looking uniform. Having a uniform has a number of
benefits for students and the school
• Creates team spirit (all the world’s best teams wear a uniform)
• Creates a sense of pride in the school
• Creates a sense of belonging
• Creates a positive image of our school
• Is easily identifiable on school trips for safety
• Removes issues of what to wear each day.
A separate dress code containing full details of the uniforms and standards of personal presentation is
handed out yearly. Uniforms may be purchased from Shawline Embroidery on Walker Street. The hat
is available from the school. The school runs Free Dress Days where the children can come dressed
out of school uniform. However, it is required that the top worn has sleeves and that closed in shoes
are still worn on free dress days.
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